In this article, the author examines the activities and policies of Khaknazar Khan, who ruled in the 40-80’s. XVI century, at the time of the revival of the Kazakh Khanate and the personal human qualities of the Khan, the problems of Khaknazar Khan’s relationship between the rulers of Mueren-nakhr in the 70s of the mentioned century are also considered. At this time, the political situation of Mauerannakhr was complicated, the process of power struggle divided into two political groups – the Baba Sultan group in Tashkent and the Abdallah Khan group in Bukhara. In the interests of the Kazakh people, Khaknazar Khan supported the ruler of Bukhara. He died during the struggle with Baba Sultan.
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The relationships between the Kazakh khanate during the reign of khaknazar khan and the shaibanid state in Muerennakhr

Introduction

In the middle of the XV century the Kazakh Khanate, as a state of the ethnic origin of the Kazakh ethnos, lived up to the first quarter of the XIX century and had two great stages in its history. The first period is – an united stage, that is a period of one centrally managed system of control, the second – disunity, that is, the time when several khans lived and didn’t obey to each other in the territory of Kazakh land.

The unified period of the Kazakh Khanate is during from the middle of the 15th century to the beginning of the 18th century. It is known that, after the death of Tauke Khan started the second phase – the period of disintegration. During the first 250 years of the Kazakh Khanate in all ruled the seventeen Khans. In the 15th century there were three khans (Kerey Khan, Zhanibek Khan and Byryndyk Khan), in the 17th century – five khans, and in the 16th century – nine Khans. Only a few of the nine khans of the 16th century are mentioned in the history of Kazakhs. They are Kasim Khan, Khaknazar Khan and Tauekel Khan.

These mentioned khans have a special role in the history of the country. In the second decade of the 16th century, Khasym khan son of famous Zhanibek Khan raised the banner of the Kazakh state to the whole world and his son Khaknazar Khan in the middle and the second half of the 16th century remained as the combiner of the Kazakh people.

In this article, we set out to define the personality of Khaknazar Khan and the politics he carried out in the 70s of the 16th century on the basis of written data and historiographical materials.

Methodology

During the discovery of the personality of Khaknazar Khan and his policy in the 70s of the XVI century with the rulers of Muerennakhr, we used the basic principles and research methods used in the study of historical issues. When considering the ancestors of Khaknazar Khan, especially Kazakh ancestors, the principles of continuity was taken into consideration. During the application of these principles, it was shown that Khaknazar Khan’s ancestors had remained in the Cumania territory.

To identify the historical nature of Khaknazar Khan, the data of medieval authors are compiled by the works of Kadyrgali Zhalayr’s «Chronicle Collection», Hafiz Tanish’s «Sharaf-Rame-i şahi», «Bahr al-asrar fi manakib al-ahar» by Mahmud bin Uali, Mashhur Jusip Koybeyuly’s historiographical materials of research, the data from the Russian data describing the events of the end of the XVI century, as well as experts V. Velyaminov-Zernov, A. Isin, V.Trepavlov were used. Recent findings, new data and one of the newest materials are one of the scientific approaches – as a result of comparisons, new stories have been reached.

Main part

One of the first researchers of the history of the Kazakh Khanate, V.V. Velyaminov-Zernov, considers that, Khaknazar Khan is the main person in the history of the Khanate’s «renaissance» (Velyaminov-Zernov, 1864: 333). This historic value, which was given in the 60s of the 19th century, has not lost its significance until today. In addition, Khaknazar Khan is known as the ruler, who ruled the country for a long time in the history of the unified Kazakh Khanate.

There is no monograph research, which related to history of Khaknazar Khan in history science still. The academic volumes of various periods of the history of Kazakhstan in the chapters of the history of the Kazakh Khanate are studied in close connection with each other about his life and during of the reign. (Istoriya Kazahskoi SSR, 2011: 153-157; Kazakh SSR tarihy, 1949: 123-126; Kazak SSR tarihy, 1983: 285-288; Kazakhstan tarihy, 2010: 396-403). Also in the last century, it has been described less in a dozen textbooks devoted to the history of Kazakhstan by some authors. On the contrary, books and articles of researchers of this period have a much information about Khaknazar Khan (Klyashtorny, Sultanov, 1992: 283-289; Sultanov, 2001: 185-190; Isin, 2002; Abuseitova, 1998). In connection with celebration of the 550th anniversary of the Kazakh Khanate in 2015, separate articles devoted to Khaknazar Khan were
Khaknazar Khan was active in relations with the Nogai in the 60s and 70s of the XVI century, but by the end of the 70s revived the south direction. During those years, the Abdallah II in Transoxiana became the strongest political power and gradually began to subdue the Shibanids’ possessions. In 1557, he conquered Bukhara and raised his father Eskendyr in 1560/1561 in Bukhara. In 1573 he conquered Balkh, in 1574 – Hisar, and in 1578 – Samarkand (Gafurov, 1989: 274). The next city was Tashkent, where it is planted as the governor of Derbis Sultan, the eldest son of Nauryz-Akmed Khan. Shortly after, the third son of Nauryz-Akmed Khan, Baba Sultan, killed his brother Derbis Sultan and opposed to Abdallah II Khan. The policy and actions of Khaknazar Khan’s life over the last few years are among these two Shiban rulers.

Khaknazar Khan supports geopolitical Bukhara ruler in the disputes between Baba Sultan II and Abdallah Khan. After all, Tashkent’s intensification was threatening the cities of Syrdarya and pasturelands. At any time by the decree of the ruler of the khanate, the Kazakh tribes of the area came to rob and plunder. Therefore, it was profitable for Haknazar Khan to enter into an alliance with a distant protector than to teach the adjacent enemy. To that end, an «oath of alliance» was made between Khaknazar Khan and Abdallah II.

In 1579 another tension began between the rulers of Tashkent and Bukhara, and Abdallah II Khan went to Tashkent. At that time Khaknazar Khan and Tarim Sultany, Sultans Sultan, Dostay Sultans and other Kazakh sultans were on the Talas River. Several Sultan of Baba sultan are being taken to Kazakhs (Materialy po istorii Kazakhskih hanstv, 1969: 246). The Baba Sultan can’t produce anything when he intends to set fire to the allies in various ways. On the river Keles, Khaknazar Khan’s ambassador to the Abdallah II Khan conveyed the message of the Kazakh khan. It states: «We are still loyal to the former» oath of alliance «made by the khan», says (Materialy po istorii Kazakhskih hanstv, 1969: 247). Bukhara Khan thanked the Kazakhs and introduced four settlements in the Turkestan district and asked to return the people of the Baba Sultan, who was captured by the Kazakhs.

The Baba Sultan uses some of the most arrogant ways to maintain his authority. Sometimes it means that he is subordinate to the khan of Bukhara, or he is opposed to him. He gives false information to Bukhara about politics of Kazakh rulers. Finally, in April 1580, at a meeting near the bank of the Sharapkhana River, he killed Zhalyym and his two sons and two sons of Khaknazar Khan without regret.
In the 60s and 70s of the XVI century, it was the first to introduce the Kazakh Khanate to the strongest states, such as the Crimean Khanate, the Siberian Khanate, the Nogai Orda and the Moscow Principality, which were established on the territory of the Golden Horde. Thus, Khakanazar Khan became one of the most influential and famous figures of those years.

According to the oral literature, the Kazakhs divided into three parts was formed by Khakanazar Khan (Velyaminov-Zernov, 1864: 335). Although all the historians use this information, they do not refer to its significance. Let’s express our opinion below.

There are many legends about the appearance of the faces in the Kazakh society, and there are many opinions. We will not discuss every legend. «Zhuz» – from arabic «dzhuz», it means «part», «branch» and its emergence connected with kazakh history in XVI century.

In the XVI century the territory of the Kazakh Khanate was the most widely spread and gained power, when headed by Khan Khan. At the same time, the laws of the Kassym Khan, which was born, were not limited to the legal side, but also to the massive number of million people living in the area, mainly nomadic livestock farming, which was used for the most effective management of political and administrative is a collection of laws. The death of Kasim Khan does not allow these laws to go deeper into life. And in the later period of «temporary weakening» the foundations of political and administrative reform of Kasim Khan begin to appear. In the «last years of temporary weakening» Akhmed Khan in the western part of the Kazakh land, in the central part – Togim Khan, Zhetsysu – Budaqdan khans power (Zhalaiyr, 1997: 122; Muhammed Haydar Dulati, 2003: 306). Ahmed Khan – in the war with the Nogai, Toghim khan is killed in the battle near the border. With the death of the khan, the country remains. Khakanazar was forced to unite the land that had sprung into the khan. And in the years that he was in power, he gradually began to realize his reputation. Thus, Kassym Khan began to use the political-administrative system in order to regulate the vast territory. Thus, the hundredth system was formed as a major administrative unit, established in accordance with the principle of «land and land» in the Kazakh Khanate. Thus, we believe that such sincerity lies under the legend that the Kazakhs appeared under the rule of Khakanazar Khan. And its first appearance on paper is in the beginning of the XVII century (Kazak SSR tarihy, 1983: 258)

Some information about the descendants of Khakanazar Khan.

There are four sons of Khakanazar Khan. In 1580, Two sons were killed by Baba sultan (Abuseitova, 1985: 254), their names unknown. From them were the two sons, who named Munfytay Sultan and Din-Muhammaed Sultan (Abuseitova, 1985: 79). No information about their descendants. Kadyrgali Zhalayr writes: «In these days his sons lose power» (Zhalaiyr, 1997:121).

All the researchers in the domestic historiography give a positive assessment to the historical reality and personality of Khakanazar Khan. The collector of folklore, ethnographer, historian Mashkhur Zhusip Kopeyevich (1858-1931) in his works «Kazakh khans» and «Kazakh bottom» gives the estimation of Khakanazar Khan to «keen, heroic khan». He writes that Hakanazar khan is the work of the Russian authors – Aknazar Khan. Below we will listen to K. Kugeyuly’s comments about Khakanazar Khan.

According to the first Kazakh version, «... Aknazar Khan became the son of Khan Aknazar, who defeated the Uzbek khan Aknazar and conquered Nogai Khan Migration and conquered it by Russians. At that time, the Russian Prince set up a fourth ambassador to Ivan Aknazar, to trade a caravan, Aknazar has brought the Kazakhs back to restored Kassym Khan «(Kopeiuly,18; Zhusipova, 2015: 206), «In the Kazakh khans» (1). «... After Kassym Khan’s death, the children were thrilled with the throne, the Nogai Uzbek, the Kalmyk – three of them were enemies from three sides, and the belly of Kassym Khan Aknazar was raised by the khan and Aknazar was called a «keen, heroic khan»,
and the Uzbek khan shibanillah rattled and Nogay khan protected Kushim Khan and left the house, and then the Russian envoy to the fourth Ivan Aknazar sent an envoy, saying, «Let’s fight, Aknazar Khan is the Kazakh khan at the time of Kassym Khan take the field, «as it will reinforce (Kopeiuly, 126-127; Zhusipova, 2015: 206).

The well-known historian TI Sultanov summarizes the historical essence of Khaknazar Khan as follows: «Khaknazar was a great political figure like his father. ... He truly was a clever and skillful ruler, who was able to combine the requirements of the daily life of the Great Steppe nomadic with the state’s policy. He was able to perceive political situations very well and effectively used his time.» (Sultanov, 2001: 188).

**Conclusion**

Consequently, we come to the following conclusions by summarizing the above points about the historical person and personality of one of the famous Kazakh khans of the sixteenth century – Khaknazar Khan.

Khaknazar Khan was the ruler of the state policy in the life of his people, rebuilding the flag of the Kazakh state, whose flag had fallen in the years of «temporary weakening». Due to the political situation in the territory of the Muerennakhr, the efforts of the Kazakh Khanate to actively pursue its policy in that region. The long-term foreign policy of the Kazakh people is the basis for the end of the ethnic territory.
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